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Low-noise, low drift, high precision linear bipolar „610 V… voltage
supply/reference for cryogenic front-end apparatus

Gianluigi Pessina
INFN Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare, Dipartimento di Fisica dell’Universita` di Milano,
Via Celoria 16, 20133 Milano, Italy

~Received 21 December 1998; accepted for publication 27 April 1999!

A very simple linear bipolar~610 V! voltage supply/reference~VS/R! featuring very low noise has
been implemented. The noise is about 1mVpp in a 0.1–10 Hz bandwidth, becoming, for the210
V supply only, 1.3mVpp at 1.5 A. The VS/R is based on commercial devices and has been designed
to face the stringent requirement of very low drift systems. It features very good line regulation, less
than 10 mV over 10 V at 1.5 A supply current, and very low drift, between 3 and 8 ppm/°C; it also
shows large power supply rejection ratio~PSRR!, .120 dB. The VS/R presented includes also
safety circuits, to protect itself and the electronic equipment to be supplied in an actual experimental
condition. It is protected against inversion of polarity and against under and over voltage at its
inputs, and has a foldback current limiting circuit which shuts down the whole system if the current
absorption lasts for some time. These protecting circuits acts on both outputs~610 V!, to maintain
always the symmetry. From an analysis made on the data extracted from the measured noise spectra,
it was possible to measure the dynamic output impedance, found mainly inductive, with a value of
the order of 1 mH. The dc PSRR has been improved by about 20 dB with respect to the
performances of the devices used, thanks to a very simple circuit solution. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S0034-6748~99!02408-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The front-end electronics for cryogenic bolometric d
tectors needs to be very accurate not only for what conc
the noise performances, but also for precision and low d
The preamplifiers which readout the detector signals are
alized using hybrid solutions, where discrete and monolit
devices share a common substrate.1 Low drift systems are
obtained if the direct current~dc! voltages and currents of th
working points are very precise and show low noise, es
cially at low frequencies. These tasks can certainly be
tained, saving space occupation, if the voltage supplies u
for the preamplifiers and the subsequent stages can be us
the same time also as very precise reference voltages
low noise and low drift. This way a detector having a lar
number of channels2,3 can be equipped with a few such vol
age supplies, located near a suitable number of readout c
nels.

In this article, a linear voltage supply designed and re
ized for this purpose is described. In the following sectio
the basic diagram of the voltage supply will be introduced
Sec. III, the part of the circuit devoted to the protecti
against wrong input connections and under/over voltage
be described. Finally, in Secs. IV and V, the schematic
cuit and the current limiting protection circuit and the expe
mental results will be shown.

II. THE SUPPLY VOLTAGE SYSTEM

The front-end electronics for bolometric detectors has
be very stable against ambient temperature variation. V
often the very front-end preamplifier is realized with an h
brid circuit consisting of discrete and monolithic device
3470034-6748/99/70(8)/3473/6/$15.00
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which may need an accurate reference current or volta
common to the whole network, to get an overall stable a
precise working point. In these cases, it is a difficult task
realize very precise voltage references, as can be done w
monolithic circuit,4 but it is possible to use monolithic com
mercial band-gap voltage references, or zener based r
ences, which exhibit very low drift. Unfortunately, these c
cuits show also large noise, and this can be very criti
because noise can be added to the circuit, unless it is filte
using very large capacitance values.

For this reason, we decided to design a voltage sup
that is able to be at the same time also a very precise
low-noise voltage reference. Since we intend to use it wit
detector with a large number of channels, the design w
aimed at obtaining a very robust circuit, capable of driving
large current and also equipped with circuits that protec
against undesired situations frequently present in an exp
mental environment.

In Fig. 1, the schematic diagram of the system is show
The unregulated dc input voltages,VIN1 and VIN2, are
checked for their correct connection to the system. After
ing filtered, a ‘‘decision’’ network assures the rest of th
circuit against possible under or over voltage failures. T
resulting pair of bipolar sources,VPAS1 andVPAS2, are the
ones that will be regulated to generate the final610 V linear
voltage supply/reference, VS/R. To maintain symmetry u
der all situations a protecting circuit, which acts on bo
output voltages at the same time, is also included.

III. INPUT SAFE PROTECTION CIRCUITS

Experience shows that it is not so difficult to confuse t
connections of the voltages applied to the circuit, in an
3 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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perimental condition. A protection against any possible er
has been implemented. The supply voltages can be
nected to the circuit with either polarity, the circuit itself
able to select the corrected output combination. For
other wrong input combination, nothing is transmitted. T
behavior of the network is similar to that of the four diod
bridge rectifier, but with a much smaller voltage drop acro
it. The implementation has been realized in a simple fo
using metal–oxide–semiconductor~MOS! transistors as
switches. In Fig. 2, the schematic diagram is shown. T
MOS transistors used in this network have been operate
shown in the inset of Fig. 2, connected with the source
the drain interchanged, to avoid the effects of the subst
diode Di. With this connection when the MOS is rever
biased, Di is reverse biased too, while when the MOS
forward biased, the low voltage drop between the sour
(S8) and the drain-(D8) is very small, and Di has anyway n
effect. As a consequence, each MOS behaves as a true s
that autoset itself in a manner explained below. Consider
input voltages with the polarity A of Fig. 2, withVIN1 posi-
tive andVIN2 negative. The MOS transistors with the label
are in this case all ON. As such, the P-MOS pass transi
Q15 ~in ON state!, sets the outputV1 positive. The N-MOS
Q20 forces to be zero the voltage drop between the drainD8
and the gateG8 of the P-MOS pass transistorQ14, putting it
in the OFF condition. The same consideration applies to
N-MOS pass transistorQ24, that copyVIN2 to the negative
outputV2, while Q23 is put OFF byQ22. If now the input
polarity isB, with VIN1 negative andVIN2 positive, the tran-
sistors in the ON state become all those with the label B.Q14

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the voltage supply.

FIG. 2. Decision circuit for the correct polarity connection of the inp
voltage to the circuit.
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is the P-MOS that putV1 positive, while nowQ15 is set
OFF by Q19. The outputV2 is forced negative byQ23,
while Q24 is put OFF byQ21.

The pass transistors used have been selected for
low value of the ON resistance, about 25 mV. When the load
current is61.8 A, the maximum handled by the circuit, th
voltage drop across this decision network is only about
V, to be compared to a value of at least 1 V, which is o
tained when using a classical four Schottky diodes bridg

Another frequent situation happens when the inputs
forced to an over or under voltage condition. This situati
occurs especially when the line is filtered with inductanc
and capacitances. To protect against failures, a pair of w
dow comparators has been used in this design.

Some commercial monolithic ‘‘detectors’’ circuits ar
able to do this job. We have chosen the ICL7665~by Harris!
that has two inputs, with hysteresis, and two open collec
outputs. The inputs, amplified with opposite sign, are b
compared with a trip voltage of 1.3 V. To realize the volta
window we need, the circuit of Fig. 3 has been implement
Two ICL7665 have been employed, U5 and U7, to sense
value ofV1 andV2, respectively. The voltage window an
hysteresis have been realized with the resistances conne
to pins 2 and 3, and to 5 and 6 of both U5 and U7.

The two open collector outputs of each detector~pins 1
and 7! are connected together. In this way each ICL76
behaves as an analog AND discriminator: only if the inp
voltage is within the window, the output will be in its hig
state. For the present solution, the two window voltages w
set to: ~11.5 V, 13 V! and ~213 V, 2 11.5 V!, with an
hysteresis of about 1 V. This choice is a compromise
tween a minimal and maximal drop across the output po
transistor.

If V1 lies in its window, U5 puts in the ON state th
N-MOS switchQ20. If V2 lies in its window, U7 puts in the
ON state the P-MOS switchQ19, using the N-MOSQ23.
Switch transistorsQ19 andQ20 are connected in series: onl
when both are ON the pass MOS transistorsQ16 andQ25 are
put in their ON state~note thatQ25 is driven by the inverter
Q21). Therefore, the under/over voltage protection circ
operates in such a way that if and only if both inputsV1 and
V2 are within their own windows, both the outputsVPAS1

FIG. 3. Under/over voltage protection circuit.
 license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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3475Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 70, No. 8, August 1999 High precision linear bipolar supply
andVPAS2 are connected to the rest of the circuit.
In Fig. 3, an input called SHUT is also present. It

driven high when an over current absorption lasts for so
time ~see Sec. IV C!. When SHUT is high, the N-MOSQTRIP

puts low the input of the Analog AND U5, simulating a
under voltage state, that, in turn, shuts down the volta
VPAS1 andVPAS2.

IV. THE BIPOLAR 610 V VOLTAGE SUPPLY/
REFERENCE

A. 110 V voltage supply/reference

Generation of currents and voltages for proper sys
operation with low drift and low noise is a very critical ste
in a circuit realization that is based on discrete and mo
lithic devices. Also very critical is to obtain very large pow
supply rejection ratio~PSRR!. In a system with a large num
ber of channels, the voltage supplies must feed circuits
tributed over a large area. Consequently, possible cross
can be present if the impedance of the connecting cable
not sufficiently low. In this situation, a better solution is
use several voltage supplies, each one dedicated to a
number of channels. Their realization must occupy the sm
est volume, as space is always limited. Our choice was th
fore to make a voltage supply capable at the same time t
also a voltage reference having low drift and low noise,
required with bolometer applications.

The adopted approach for the circuit design is based
the use of a very precise and stable monolithic voltage
erence, filtered to lower the noise, and then buffered to d
a large current. The schematic diagram of the circuit
shown in Fig. 4. The monolithic circuit U1 is the BB
REF102, a very precise110 V voltage reference with a ver
low drift, ,2.5 ppm/°C over225 to 85 °C temperature
range. Although it is one of the lowest noise voltage ref
ences commercially available, 5mVpp in a 0.1–10 Hz band-
width, our aim was to improve the overall noise performan
further. Its output was therefore heavily low pass filtered
means ofR2 andC3 . To obtain a low dropout, the bufferin
of the voltage present onC3 was realized with one of the
dual operational amplifier~OpAm! OP284, which has low
noise and rail-to-rail input/output capability. The outp
driver is the power P-MOSQPO1 . The chosen configuration
for the OpAm-QPO1 buffer exploits the negative excursio

FIG. 4. Schematic diagram of the110 V voltage supply.
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of the OpAm output, whenQPO1 will increase its gate to
source voltage to drive large currents.

If needed, the output voltage can be selected to be
than the110 V nominal value, by proper setting the resist
R54, or larger, by settingR65 andR66. The nominal output
value of 110 V is obtained whenR545R655open andR66

50 V.
A foldback current limit is included in the VS/R. If the

current absorption of the load does not exceed 1.8 A tran
tor Q3 is off, since the voltage drop onRS1 is not enough to
forward bias its base-emitter junction,VB3 . In this condition,
Q12 is ON andQ14 OFF: the network is in its normal mod
of operation. If there is a current overload,Q3 starts to con-
duct, limiting the current absorption by puttingQ12 in its
linear mode of operation, and puttingQ14 in its ON state.
The OpAm-QPO1 buffer feedback loop stops to operate a
the output of U2A saturates towards the negative volta
supply. A foldback effect is also included, realized by usi
only resistorR28, in series with the switchQ14, and resistor
R53. When there is an overload the current limit circuit low
ers the output voltage from its nominal value. The con
quent flow of current intoR28 establishes an increase of th
voltage drop onR53. The sum of the voltage drop, V.D., o
R53 andRS1 determinesVBE3 . Since the latter is rather con
stant, the increase of the V.D. ofR53 forces the V.D. ofRS1

to become smaller, decreasing the limit current. If, during
overload, current absorption increases, the output volt
lowers, and the foldback limits the current to smaller a
smaller values. As an extreme situation, if a short circuit
the output is present the current is limited only to about
mA, maintaining low the power dissipation onQ12. The
limiting circuit breaks the buffer feedback loop OpAm
QPO1 , and is realized with a loop configuration consisting
only two transistors,Q3 and Q12, with a good margin of
stability. The presence of the switchQ14 allows to minimize
the latchup to the lower limiting current, otherwise fired b
the foldback circuit at the startup, or after there has been,
the first time, an overload.

A further protecting circuit is present. When the ove
load is established, the TRIPS1 node goes high, starting
tripping timer~see Sec. IV C! which shuts down all the sys
tem if the overload lasts for more than about 2 s.

ResistorsR19 andR3 have the purpose to limit the cur
rent into the OpAm inputs when it is forced to saturate
wards the negative voltage supply, under current overl
conditions. ResistorsR3 , R19, and R2 are symmetrically
connected at the two OpAm inputs to compensate the drif
the OpAm input bias current. This pair of resistors serv
also, together withRPS, for the optimization of the dc powe
supply rejection ratio of the system, as will be explained
Sec. V.

B. 210 V voltage supply/reference

The circuit of the negative,210 V, voltage supply is
very similar to that of the positive voltage supply. In Fig.
the schematic diagram is shown. The input to the networ
the regulated110 V. This voltage is amplified by21 with
the instrumentation amplifier U3, a BB INA105. Th
 license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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INA105 is especially designed to have unity gain with ve
low drift and offset. Since the U3 output is not able to rea
the negative supply, resistorsR11 andR12 have been added t
offset the output of U3 to a few volts above the regula
negative voltage supply. The voltage present at the U3
put, 210 V, is again heavily low pass filtered withR5 and
C9 , to eliminate any residual noise present at the outpu
the INA105. A structure complementary to the one shown
the previous subsection has then been implemented. The
ond OpAm of the dual chip OP284, U2B, and the driv
N-MOS QPO2 form the buffer stage. The current limitin
network is composed of transistorsQ8 , Q9 , and Q11 (Q8

and Q9 OFF, Q11 ON in normal mode of operation! and
resistorsRS2 , R21, R29, R55, complementary to those em
ployed for the110 V voltage supply. Even in this case whe
any overload in current absorption occurs, the TRIPS2

changes state, starting the timing circuit described in the n
subsection.

C. Timing limiting circuit for overload current
absorption

A current overload is considered a fault situation a
cepted only for a transient. As such, if it lasts too long,
supplies are shut down until the normal condition is reac
again. This specification has been implemented with the
cuit of Fig. 6. The timer U6, a TL7702A, is fired when on
or both of the two signals TRIPS1 and TRIPS2 change state
In particular, since TRIPS2 changes from zero to the neg
tive voltage, switchesQ17 andQ22 and resistorsR33, R39 and
R40 are introduced to translate it into the right positive log
value. The TL7702A is generally used as a startup circ
when the input increases above its internal reference volt
it starts to charge capacitorC16 until its voltage drop exceed
the same reference voltage, a condition which fires the
put to change state. If the input returns to the lower st

FIG. 5. Schematic diagram of the210 V voltage supply.

FIG. 6. Schematic diagram of the current overload timing circuit.
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within the charging interval, the output does not chan
state. It is then evident how U6 is used in the present ap
cation. A current overload will start U6 to chargeC16. If the
overload lasts for more than the charging interval, about
the output of U6 changes to the high state. When this sit
tion happens, the monostable ICM7555 U8,~a CMOS ver-
sion of the NE555! puts the SHUT node to the high state f
about 2 s. The high state of SHUT shuts down both the110
and 210 V regulated voltages, by closing the switchQTRIP

of Fig. 3.
The shut down will persist until the overload condition

present, forcing to a negligible value the power dissipated
the output MOS transistors.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

As shown above, the presented610 V VS/R has been
designed to fulfill several specifications. Firstly, consider
one concerning the noise performance. Noise has been m
sured at different levels of load current absorption, for bo
the 110 and210 V. It was found that noise is quite inde
pendent from the current absorption from the load, incre
ing slightly at the largest currents. At low frequency, t
noise spectrum was found to follow a 1/f law. For the110
V supply, it resulted to be about 70 nV/AHz at 1 Hz. In the
frequency band 0.1–10 Hz~usually used as a parameter
comparison in the data sheets!, the peak-to-peak noise is les
than 1mVpp, up to 1.5 A load current. The same behav
has been measured also for the210 V supply, except for the
current of 1.5 A, where it increases to about 1.3mVpp, with
the noise at 1 Hz of 95 nV/AHz. This behavior can be inter
preted by considering the different sources of the para
noise of the OpAms, U2A and U2B, with their commo
mode input voltage. The common mode input capability
the OP284 is obtained by using two long tail pairs at t
input, onenpnand the otherpnp. At the positive larger com-
mon mode input only thenpnpair is operating, while for the
negative common mode only thepnp pair is active. The two
pairs absorb the same amount of current, when active.
the largest currents the circuit board heats up by about
30 °C with respect to room temperature, for the presence
the sensing resistancesRS1 andRS2 of Figs. 4 and 5. It seems
that the low frequency parallel noise of thepnppair increases
with temperature more than that of thenpn pair.

Noise spectra for the worst case of 1.5 A load current
show in Fig. 7, for both the110 and210 V supplies. A
slightly larger noise at low frequencies for the negative vo

FIG. 7. Noise spectra of the two voltages supply,110 and210 V, at 1.5 A
driving current.
 license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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3477Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 70, No. 8, August 1999 High precision linear bipolar supply
age supply can be noted. It must be remarked that the fig
of noise measured is very low compared with that of
commercial monolithic voltages reference, about 5mVpp for
frequencies in 0.1–10 Hz range.

As can be observed in Fig. 7, the shape of the no
spectrum is not flat at high frequencies, two plateaus be
present, one of which for frequencies larger than abou
kHz. This behavior is attributed to the output impedance
the VS/R. At dc the output impedance is a few mV, but at
larger frequencies it shows an inductive component. As
be seen in Fig. 4 at the output of the network a capacita
of 4700 mF, having in series a resistance of 5.1V, is con-
nected. At large frequencies, a partition between the ou
impedance of the VS/R and this network is present, that
duces the amplitude of the noise. The residual measu
noise is that of the reading preamplifier. In Fig. 8 the circ
model for the described behavior is illustrated. The out
impedance of the VS/R is represented by the inductancL.
The generatoreamp

2 represents the series input noise of t
amplifier, while the noise of the VS/R is the voltage gene
tor esup

2 . At the preamplifier input we expect the noise giv
by the following transfer function (s5 j v):

VOUT
2 5U 11sRCCC

s2CCL1sCCRC11U
2

esup
2 1eamp

2 . ~1!

The noise generators were considered to show the
lowing frequency behavior:

esup
2 5

Af

f a 1ewsup
2 ; eamp

2 5
Afam

f a 1ewsup
2 'ewamp

2 ;

~2!
Afam!Af .

The x2 method has been used to fit the curves of
measured noise with the model of Eqs.~1! and~2!, with free
parametersAf , a, ewsup

2 , ewamp
2 andL. In Fig. 7, the fits for

the two noise spectra are superimposed on the curves.
found inductances are 1.9, 1, and 0.8 mH, respectively
similar result has also been found for the negative volt
supply, with slightly smaller values for the inductance. T
results obtained are consistent, once it is considered tha
open loop gain of the buffer voltage increases at large c
rents, due to the transconductance increase of the power
put MOS transistor,QP0 , and that the output impedance
the VS/R is inversely proportional to the open loop gain
the OpAmp-QP0 buffer.

The use of a very low drift monolithic reference voltag
along with the strict symmetry adopted in the construction
the buffer voltage, allowed a very low drift system to b
obtained, as required by the application. The tempera

FIG. 8. Circuit model used in the determination of the output impedanc
the voltage supply/reference.
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drift has been measured by putting the VS/R inside a
matic room, a VT7004 by Vo¨tsch, varying the temperatur
from about210 to 50 °C, a large interval around room tem
perature, well beyond the required specifications. Figur
shows the behavior of the210 V supply at 1.5 A load cur-
rent. As can be seen, the drift resulted very low. Maximu
deviation in the temperature range was less than 7 mV,
responding to 8 ppm/°C. A close result was obtained also
the 110 V supply with 1.5 A load current, Fig. 10, whic
gave about one half of the drift of the210 V, or 3 mV,
corresponding to 3.6 ppm/°C.

A last important requirement is to have a large dc PSR
of at least 100 dB. From Figs. 4 and 5, it is evident that
dc PSRR of the system is limited to the smaller value
tween the monolithic voltage reference BB REF102, ab
'150 dB, the OpAm OP284,<90 dB and the INA105,
<110 dB. We succeeded to improve the dc PSRR by at le
20 dB with a very simple circuit solution that will be illus
trated with a practical example. Suppose that in the circui
Fig. 4 an increase of the voltageVPAS1 gives origin to a
decrease of the output voltage of the positive VS/R with
absolute gain of286 dB, or231.6mV/V. We can compen-
sate this by simply adding a resistor,RPS, connected be-
tween VPAS1 and the non inverting input terminal of th
OpAm-QPO1 buffer. The value of the resistor being such th
the inverse of its ratio with the corresponding resistor,
kV, connected to the OpAm input equals 31.6mV/V. In the
example considered, the value of such a resistor would
177 MV. The increase of the dc PSRR is related to the p
cision of the added resistor. For a minimum 10% accura
we expect about 20 dB of improvement.

This technique was applied to the circuit boards realiz
The measurement of the residual dc PSRR after correc
has required an accurate procedure, since a sensitivity o
order of less than 1mV over 10 V was needed. The outpu
voltage of the VS/R under test was attenuated a factor o
and sent to one input of a differential amplifier having

f

FIG. 9. Thermal drift of the210 V in 210 °C, 50 °C.

FIG. 10. Thermal drift of the110 V in 210 °C, 50 °C.
 license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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3478 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 70, No. 8, August 1999 Gianluigi Pessina
voltage gain of 130. At the other input of the amplifier
voltage reference given by a similar VS/R was connected
null the offset. The dc output of the amplifier was reado
with a HP3572 digital multimeter and stored. The change
the supply voltage of the VS/R under test and the amb
temperature were also acquired, the latter with a platin
Pt100 resistor. Very good accuracy in the measurement w
achieved by taking into account the correlation between
ambient temperature and amplifier output voltage: it has
be remarked than 10 ppm/°C means 100mV/°C of absolute
drift for the VS/R. The obtained result is shown in Fig. 1
The square wave is the supply voltage excitation, the cu

FIG. 11. DC power supply rejection ratio of the VS/R after rejection c
rection. The square wave is the supply voltage excitation, the curve with
dots is the measured VS/R response, the continuous curve is the simu
of the VS/R response which accounts also of the ambient temperature v
tion.
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with the dots is the measured voltage response of the VS
As can be observed the result is very good, since appare
the VS/R output voltage does not depend on its supply v
age. The continuous curve of Fig. 11 is the fitting of t
VS/R. The fitting was calculated with thex2 method, assum-
ing a linear dependence of the amplifier output voltage w
the measured temperature~changed about half °C over th
measurement time!, and assuming also a square response
perimposed on the VS/R due to the excitation. The inter
lation of Fig. 11 has found a peak-to-peak square wave
0.54mVpp superimposed on the drift, in response to the
Vpp input. This corresponds to about 126 dB. The initial
PSRR for this circuit board was slightly less than 86 dB, a
a 100 MV resistor was used for compensation.
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